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Energy Chunks,
Energy Sausage & Energy Cream

Energy Chunks, Energy Sausage & Energy Cream
High Protein, Energy & Power

QUESTION 1
When are naturaPOWER energy chunks,
energy sausage and energy cream used?

The three products from naturaPOWER help dogs
develop more strength and stamina for important
situations. Be it for sport, hunting, a race or work
which requires the utmost concentration. They have
been specially developed to help your four-legged
friend achieve a consistent performance over a
long period of time.

QUESTION 2
Which dogs are the products suitable for?
The naturaPOWER energy chunks, energy sausage
and energy cream are suitable for all breeds of dog.
Even dogs that are not involved in competitive sports,
but who are at an advanced age, will particularly appreciate the benefits. They also support breeding
bitches during pregnancy and aid recovery after birth.

QUESTION 5
What is ImmunoCell3Active®?
ImmunoCell3Active® is a combination of essential
yeast-based nucleotides. Nucleotides are the smallest
building blocks of every human and animal cell and
support the body with regeneration.
There are three ways to obtain the vital nucleotides:
• The body is able to recover some of the
nucleotides contained in dying cells and use them
to build new cells.
• Many cells can produce nucleotides themselves.
This excludes the intestinal villi, the immune system
and the brain.
• The body absorbs and metabolises nucleotides
through our daily nutrition.

QUESTION 3
How does naturaPOWER support your customers’
four-legged friends?
The energy chunks, energy sausage and energy cream
are made of raw materials that naturally support
energy metabolism, fat burning and the regulation
of hormone balance during intensive exercise.
The snacks have a high biological value due to the
large proportion of fresh meat.

QUESTION 4
What ingredients are used for
naturaPOWER?
All products are made from high quality ingredients:
The energy chunks are made from Swiss chicken
meat, potato starch, pea protein, salmon oil, vitamins,
trace elements and ImmunoCell3Active® (yeast-based
nucleotides, herbs).
The energy sausage is made from Swiss chicken meat,
potatoes and ImmunoCell3Active® (yeast-based nucleotides, herbs). For the energy cream, we use Swiss
chicken meat and animal by-products, water,
ImmunoCell3Active® (yeast-based nucleotides, herbs)
and rapeseed oil.

Analytical constituents of the energy chunks:
230 g/kg raw protein

15 g/kg calcium

120 g/kg raw fat

10 g/kg phosphorus

3.5% crude fibre

3850 kcal/kg energy

5.5% crude ash

For more endurance
without artificial additives
The body is usually supplied with sufficient nucleotides through the aforementioned extraction process.
But if the immune system is put under additional
strain by illness, accident, pregnancy, stress or
competitive sport, then the body is no longer able
to supply itself with the amount of nucleotides that
it actually needs.

QUESTION 6
How many naturaPOWER energy chunks can
be fed?
Two to four energy chunks can be fed per hour during
periods of activity. Otherwise, four chunks spread over
the day.

The consequences can be multifaceted:
• Digestive problems, diarrhoea, allergies,
slow recovery after heavy exercise, no
increase in performance despite training
or even a decrease in performance, extended
recuperation after surgery, poor wound healing.
This is why naturaPOWER energy chunks,
energy sausages and energy cream all contain
ImmunoCell3Active® to support your customers’
four-legged friends in every situation.

QUESTION 7
How many naturaPOWER energy sausages can
be fed?
One to two energy sausages can be fed per hour
during periods of activity. Otherwise, two sausages
spread over the day.

QUESTION 8
How much naturaPOWER energy cream
can be given to the dog?
During periods of activity, 10 cm can be fed twice
per hour. Otherwise, 5 cm fed four times throughout
the day.

All three snacks are
completely grain-free
making them suitable
for dogs with a gluten
intolerance !

Analytical constituents of the energy sausage:

Analytical constituents of the energy cream:

90 g/kg raw protein

2.5 g/kg calcium

73 g/kg raw protein

0.4 g/kg calcium

52 g/kg raw fat

3.3 g/kg phosphorus

105 g/kg raw fat

1.2 g/kg phosphorus

1.7 % crude fibre

1320 kcal/kg energy

0.6 % crude fibre

1350 kcal/kg energy

2.9% crude ash

0.8% crude ash

YOUR BENEFITS
WITH NATURAPOWER
High-quality ingredients from A to Z
Products without artificial additives
Suitable for all breeds of dog and all ages
Broad target group
because the products are versatile
Attractive pricing
Practical and space-saving packaging
Transparent manufacturing processes
Swiss company headquartered in Thurgau
Personal point of contact

Do you have any questions about
our naturaPOWER products?
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We would be happy to personally advise you.

naturaPET AG
Juchstrasse 29 | CH-8500 Frauenfeld | Switzerland
T +41 52 744 55 77 | info@naturapet.swiss
www.naturapet.swiss

